STEPPING
OUT
In the first of a two-column special,
Marianka Swain asks some same-sex dance
partnerships how they got started and why
they’ve lasted. This month, it’s the men’s turn
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I

t’s great dancing with
someone you know,” says
Peter Wilson of partner
Bruce Bentley. “Plus it’s easier
making the arrangements!” The
couple has extensive competitive
experience with female partners,
but, apart from their civil
partnership, had never danced
together until 18 months ago.
“The hardest thing was learning
to follow,” admits Bruce. “Some
ﬁgures are unrecognisable from
the other side. But it’s
deﬁnitely getting easier.”
“Must be my brilliant
leading!” quips Peter.
Sören StaufferKruse was initially
sceptical about ballroom,
but became curious
when partner Bradley
attended classes and
soon joined him. “It
provides a balance
to our busy careers,”
notes Bradley. “This is
something wonderful
we can experience
together – dancing in
world-famous venues like
the Tower Ballroom.” [See
page 18 for more on the
Sugar Dandies in Blackpool.]

George Tzoulas grew up on a
small Greek island, so never had
the opportunity to try ballroom. By
contrast, partner Mike Hall was a
Junior and Youth competitor, but
didn’t get back into training until
George saw the Pink Jukebox
Trophy (PJT). “Mike told me what
a commitment it can be, and he’s
right, but I love every bit of it,” says
George. “Through dancing, we’ve
travelled to so many places

Peter Wilson (left) and Bruce Bentley

and made some great friends.”
Sören and Bradley approach
training differently so, as they
put it, “it’s been a platform
for learning from each other,
which has made us a stronger
partnership on the danceﬂoor
and in life”. Bruce has more of
a technical grounding, while
Peter is musical, so appreciates
details like phrasing – “We
complement each other.”
Similarly, George feels the
music and Mike is analytical.
Mike adds: “George is laidback,
so he’s always late! We do
argue when we’re practising
something hard, but we leave any
frustrations on the danceﬂoor.”
Peter and Bruce were nervous
about competing in Blackpool’s
mainstream Champions of
Tomorrow, “But no one batted an
eyelid, and a guy in the audience
cheered our number,” recalls
Bruce. “We loved the PJT –
we had two qualiﬁcation
rounds for our nerves
to settle, and it was
inspiring seeing the
A-class dancers. It
gives us something to
work towards.” Sören and
Bradley have achieved
some fantastic results,
but their fondest
memory is “dancing at
our own wedding”.
Mike’s favourite
moment is winning ﬁve
medals at the Montreal
OutGames in 2006, while
George loved triumphing
at the 2007 PJT: “Winning
on home ground! Sharing a
great result with the person
who means most in your life
is a moving experience.” ●
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